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Plumbing

Length: 200mm 
Jaw Capacity: 46mm

Wide Mouth 
Adjustable Spanners
A large capacity, wide opening adjustable wrench with a short 
pattern handle and 15° angled jaws to permitting maximum 
access in restricted spaces such as inside kitchen cabinets 
or confined engine compartments. Manufactured from carbon 
steel and chrome plated for corrosion protection with a blue 
translucent soft-grip handle for use comfort.

• Wide opening large capacity jaw 
• Short handle pattern 
• Chrome plated rust protection 
• Translucent soft-grip handle

LENGTH JAW
CAPACITY

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIAS120W24 120mm 24mm £9.45 £11.34
FAIAS140W30 140mm 30mm £11.80 £14.16
FAIAS160W36 160mm 36mm £14.63 £17.56

Adjustable Spanner  
Wide Mouth
This large capacity wide opening wrench has a serrated 
edge reversible jaw for use when a tighter grip is required. 
The extra wide jaw opening and short length make it ideal 
for use on larger nuts in confined spaces such as sink nuts 
inside kitchen units. Made from chrome vanadium 
with a soft-grip handle for comfort.

FAIAS200W46
£16.41 Ex VAT  £19.69 Inc VAT

Reversible serrated jaw 
for a tighter grip.

Soft-Grip Adjustable Spanners
A range of four adjustable wrenches with a ring spanner 
built into the handle. The drop forged construction and the 
moulded soft-grip handle combine strength with comfortable 
use. Wrenches are designed to withstand the maximum 
leverage generated by muscle power. Hammering or 
mechanical levering can cause  
a failure of the wrench.

LENGTH JAW
CAPACITY

RING
SPANNER

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIAS150C 150mm 25mm 10mm £6.82 £8.18
FAIAS200C 200mm 30mm 13mm £8.78 £10.54
FAIAS250C 250mm 35mm 17mm £12.33 £14.80
FAIAS300C 300mm 40mm 17mm £14.86 £17.83

Ring spanner 
built into handle

Length: 200mm
Jaw Capacity: 28mm

FAIAS200RAT
£30.16 Ex VAT  £36.19 Inc VAT

Ratcheting Adjustable 
Spanner
This ratchet action adjustable wrench has a jaw that can be 
altered to suit various sizes of nuts and bolts. In addition, it 
has the added benefit of a ratchet mechanism that can be 
instantly switched between a fixed or ratchet action at the 
press of a button, allowing the fast removal or tightening of 
fixings. The wrench has graduation markings for accurate 
adjustments and a soft-grip handle 
for user comfort.
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